
Roslyn High School Library 

“Summer Reads 

2020” 

Recommendations 
Dear Students,  

Reading is a great way to relax and enjoy the summer weather. Whether you 

are soaking up the sun at the beach, picnicking at the park, or chilling in 

your own backyard, reading will take you on a trip!  

In addition, reading is knowledge, and a powerful way to examine societal 

issues which have been the focus of people’s thoughts and conversations this 

spring. Reading broadens our minds and our perspectives, giving us a 

chance to view the world through another’s eyes. 

All of the titles in this list are available for free through the Roslyn ebook 

collection or the Libby App, which is brought to you by Bryant Library. 

Don’t have a Bryant Library card? Click here for a digital application to 

receive your virtual card.  

Do you prefer physical “in-your-hands” books instead? The Bryant Library 

offers curbside pickup! Just call or email the Bryant Library, and make an 

appointment to pick up your books!  

Any questions? Please email me: cparente@roslynschools.org  

 

Have a wonderful summer! 

Love, Mrs. Parente & Mrs. Norberg 
  

mailto:cparente@roslynschools.org


* Available on Destiny Discover  

† Available on Libby App (Overdrive) 

 
RHS Library Destiny Discover access: click on the Follett Ebooks link on the RHS Library Website and login - 

username: bulldogs / password: bulldogs. 

Libby App: Download the Libby App from Apple Store and login using your Bryant Library barcode. 

 

RHS One Book, One School Summer Title:  

All Grades  

Piecing Me Together -- Renée Watson 2017 

Tired of being singled out at her mostly-white private school as someone who 

needs support, high school junior Jade would rather participate in the school's 

amazing Study Abroad program than join Women to Women, a mentorship 

program for at-risk girls.*† 

 

Recommended FICTION 
Realistic Fiction Fantasy/Science Fiction Mystery History Sports 

 

Graphic Novel 

  After the Shot Drops -- Ribay, Randy 2018 

"Told from alternating perspectives, Bunny takes a basketball scholarship to 

an elite private school to help his family, leaving behind Nasir, his best friend, 

in their tough Philadelphia neighborhood"--Provided by publisher.*† 

 

  The Body of Christopher Creed -- Plum-Ucci, Carol 2008 

Sixteen-year-old Torey Adams embarks on a path of terror and pain when he sets out to 

investigate the disappearance of Christopher Creed, a weird kid who vanished from his small 

hometown of Steepleton, leaving only a cryptic E-mail message as a possible clue to what 

happened to him.*† 
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  The Center of the Universe -- Voros, Ria 2019 

Grace Carter's mother, GG, is everything teenage Grace is not. GG is glamorous and breezy, 

while Grace is a low-key dreamer. The two may share a name, but that's where the similarities 

stop. With nothing much in common, the two hardly speak to each other. Then one day GG is 

just . . . gone. Cameras descend on their house, news shows speculate about what might have 

happened, and Grace's family struggles to find a new rhythm as they wait for answers. While the 

authorities begin to unravel the mystery behind GG's disappearance, Grace finds herself learning 

secrets from her mother's long-lost past. The more Grace learns, the more she wonders. Did she 

ever really know her mother? *† 

   Children of Blood and Bone -- Adeyemi, Tomi 2018. 

Seventeen-year-old Zelie, her older brother Tzain, and rogue princess Amari 

fight to restore magic to the land and activate a new generation of magi, but 

they are ruthlessly pursued by the crown prince, who believes the return of 

magic will mean the end of the monarchy. *† 

  Choker -- Moseley, Bob 2019. 

"Sixteen-year-old Mark Chamberlain always dreamed of playing in a state championship 

basketball game. But he never envisioned a nightmare performance that would bring utter 

humiliation and scar him as an outcast at school. Classmates begin to call Mark 'Wilt' 

Chamberlain because he melts under pressure. To top it off, Mark's father won't come to his 

games. When it feels as though the world is against him, with the support of a beautiful girl, 

Mark tries to summon the inner strength and courage to be different--just like legendary 

basketball star Wilt Chamberlain. With another basketball season beckoning, Mark is given a 

precious chance for redemption. *† 

  Crime Club -- Campbell, Melodie 2019. 

Sixteen-year-old Penny has moved with her mom and huge dog, Ollie, to live 

above a small-town pub owned by her aunt. It's a relief to start over in a place 

where no one knows her father is in prison.It's summer, and the only person she 

knows is her nerdy cousin Simon. Soon she meets Simon's best friend, Brent, and 

Brent's twin sister, Tara, and their pug, Wolfgang. When Ollie digs up a human 

bone in the backyard of the pub, police are called. It turns out the bone is over 
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twenty years old. Who can the dead person be? Surely Aunt Stella can't be involved. 

Penny and Simon decide to investigate. Together with Brent and Tara, they form The Crime 

Club. And before long they discover one thing: if you've killed before, you can kill again.*† 

  The Crossover -- Alexander, Kwame 2014 

In this Novel-in-Verse, fourteen-year-old twin basketball stars Josh and Jordan 

wrestle with highs and lows on and off the court as their father ignores his 

declining health.*† 

  Cuts Run Deep -- Garza, Amber, 2014. 

Piper wakes up in the hospital with no recollection of how she got there. Only fragmented 

memories surface - her boyfriend Jackson on the ground covered in blood, Piper standing over 

him, her hands slick and red. Then she is told the awful truth: Jackson was killed the night she 

was injured, and she is the only witness. If only she could remember what happened. Piper 

searches through her memories, recalling her entire relationship with Jackson in order to piece 

together what happened. Meanwhile, as Jackson's family is trying to make sense of the tragedy, 

they find his journal and begin reading through it to find answers. As the chilling truth begins to 

unfold, Piper has to face the darkest secrets of her relationship with Jackson and the part she 

played in his murder.*† 

  Dumplin' -- Murphy, Julie 2015.  

Sixteen-year-old Willowdean wants to prove to everyone in her small Texas town 

that she is more than just a fat girl, so, while grappling with her feelings for a co-

worker who is clearly attracted to her, Will and some other misfits prepare to 

compete in the beauty pageant her mother runs.*† 

 

   

 Fate/Zero. 1 -- Shinjiro 2016. 

The fourth Holy Grail War has begun, and seven magi must summon heroes from history to 

battle each other to the death. Only one magi and hero pair will remain to claim the grail and 

have their wishes granted! Kiritsugu Emiya was once an assassin but now fights in this war to 

save the world from those who would destroy it with the grail's power. *† 

Fate /Zero. 2 -- Shinjiro 2016. 

As the Holy Grail War rages, seven magi and their summoned spirits from history battle to the 
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death to claim the Grail and have their wishes granted. The first conflict 

of the war begins as Saber's master, Kiritsugu, surveys the darkened 

shipyard that is the battleground with a sniper rifle, trusting to bullets 

rather than magery as he ruthlessly seeks out his rival sorcerers. Far 

below, Saber, with her invisible sword, faces the twin weapons of 

Lancer--each spear holding a different magic to defeat the valiant King 

of Knights! *† 

  Flash Burnout : A Novel -- Madigan, L. K 2009. 

Fifteen-year-old amateur photographer Blake gains self-awareness through his relationships with 

a girlfriend and a friend who he helps come to terms with her feelings about her homeless, 

methamphetamine-addicted mother. *† 

 

   

The Hive -- Lyga, Barry 2019.  

Cassie McKinney has always believed in the Hive. Social media 

used to be out of control, after all. People were torn apart by trolls 

and doxxers. Even hackers--like Cassie's dad--were powerless 

against it. But then the Hive came. A better way to sanction people 

for what they do online. Cause trouble, get too many "condemns," 

and a crowd can come after you, teach you a lesson in real life. It's 

safer, fairer and perfectly legal. Entering her senior year of high 

school, filled with grief over an unexpected loss, Cassie is primed to 

lash out. Egged on by new friends, she makes an edgy joke online. 

Cassie doubts anyone will notice. But the Hive notices  

everything. And as her viral comment whips an entire country into a 

frenzy, the Hive demands retribution. One moment Cassie is anonymous; the next, she's 

infamous. And running for her  

life. With nowhere to turn, she must learn to rely on herself--and a group of Hive outcasts who 

may not be reliable--as she slowly uncovers the truth about the machine behind the Hive. *† 
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  I Was A Teenage Vegetarian Zombie Detective -- Gooden, H. M 2019. 

The clock is ticking. When Alex wakes up after the worst food hangover of her life to find out 

she's dead, the spinach truly hits the fan. With the help of her best friend, Sam, the two must 

discover why her Halloween costume is more authentic than she'd like this year, not to mention 

trying to figure out why the heck her parents have disappeared. If she doesn't find the answers 

soon, will this Halloween be her last?*† 

  The Iron Will of Genie Lo -- Yee, F. C 2020. 

"When Genie Lo learns of a cosmos-threatening  force while the Jade Emperor is 

absent, she leads a party of quarrelsome Chinese gods through multiple planes of 

reality on a quest that will require sacrifice, not strength.*† 

  Jammer Star -- Hargreaves, Kate 2019. 

In this high-interest sports novel for readers, Robin desperately wants to be the MVP of her roller 

derby team. *† 

   Long Way Down -- Reynolds, Jason 2017. 

As Will, fifteen, sets out to avenge his brother Shawn's fatal shooting, seven 

ghosts who knew Shawn board the elevator and reveal truths Will needs to 

know. (Novel in Verse)*† 

  Love, Hate & Other Filters -- Ahmed, Samira 2018.  

Maya Aziz, seventeen, is caught between her India-born parents world of college 

and marrying a suitable Muslim boy and her dream world of film school and 

dating her classmate, Phil, when a terrorist attack changes her life forever. *† 
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  Not That Kind of Girl -- Vivian, Siobhan 2010 

High school senior and student body president, Natalie likes to have everything under control, 

but when she becomes attracted to one of the senior boys and her best friend starts keeping 

secrets from her, Natalie does not know how to act.* 

  Oreimo. 1 -- Fushimi, Tsukasa 2012. 

High school student Kyousuke does not get along with his fourteen-year-old sister, 

but when he finds out her secret, he wonders if they may become friends.*  

  The Silence Between Us -- Gervais, Alison 2019. 

When Maya is forced to attend a hearing school, she sets out to prove that 

her lack of hearing won't stop her from chasing her dreams.*† 

  Song of Solomon -- Morrison, Toni 2004. 

After meeting his mysterious aunt Pilate, whom his father warns is a bad 

influence, a young African-American man named Macon "Milkman" Dead III 

leaves his rich, cold home in 1950s Michigan in search of his roots. *† 

  Spies, Lies, & Cupcakes -- Sorensen, Jessica 2017. 

My name is Luna, and everyone thinks I'm a good person who gets good 

grades and follows the rules. What they don't know is that I've got secrets. A 

lot of them. And if anyone ever found out about them, I'd be in deep trouble. 

It's a good thing I'm great at keeping secrets. Or well, I was until Grey Sawyer 

finds out one of my darkest secrets of all. Grey is one of the most popular 

guys at school, and he hasn't always been that nice to me. So I expect him to 

tell everyone what he found out about me. But strangely, he doesn't. That 

should be a relief except, turns out, he isn't the only one who knows a secret 

of mine. And this person is trying to blackmail me. I need to find out who they are and quickly, 

before I end up in a lot of trouble.*  
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  The Story of Lee. Volume 1 -- Wilson, Sean Michael 2010. 

In Hong Kong, Lee Chen meets a young Scott named Matt Macdonald and they are attracted to 

each other, but they have many cultural differences to overcome, complicated by the fact that 

Lee's father does not approve of the relationship and wants her to date a Chinese man, Wang, 

who is very jealous. * 

   To All the Boys I've Loved Before -- Han, Jenny 2014. 

Lara Jean writes love letters to all the boys she has loved and then hides them in a 

hatbox until one day those letters are accidentally sent. *† 

  Truly Devious -- Johnson, Maureen 2018. 

New at Ellingham Academy, Stevie Bell tries to both solve a murder at campus 

and the cold case of a double kidnapping. *† 

 

  The Uninvited -- Wynne-Jones, Tim 2010. 

Mimi leaves New York University following an unsettling first year and goes to stay in a cottage 

in Canada owned by her father, artist Marc Soto, but she arrives to find the place already 

inhabited by Jay, a musician, who it turns out is her half-brother, and the two are just getting 

comfortable with their relationship when someone starts breaking into the house and taking their 

possessions.*† 

  
NONFICTION & MEMOIRS 
 

 A Walk in Our Cleats: 25 Athletes Who Never Gave Up -- Johnson, 

Steven 2018. 

Highlights the faith journeys of 25 football players from the National 

Football League (NFL).* 
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 Sticking It Out: From Juilliard to the Orchestra Pit, a Percussionist's Memoir -- 

Niemi, Patti 2016. 

Set against the backdrop of a rapidly changing New York City in the 1980s, ... 

recounts Niemi's years mastering her craft and struggling to make it in a cutthroat 

race to a coveted job in an orchestra. ... brings us inside a world that most of us 

never get to see: grueling practice schedules, musical relationships, and long 

moments at the back of an orchestra spent sweating and counting before a big cymbal crash. * 

 

The Prison Island: A Graphic Memoir -- Frakes, Colleen 2015.  

McNeil Island in Washington state was the home of the last prison island in the US, 

accessible only by air or sea. It was also home to about fifty families, including 

Colleen Frake's. Her parents--like nearly everyone else on the island--both worked 

in the prison, where her father was the prison's captain and her mother worked in 

security. Xeric and . . . comics artist, Colleen Frakes, tells the story of a typical girl 

growing up in atypical circumstances in this . . . graphic memoir* 

 

The Borden Tragedy: A Memoir of the Infamous Double Murder at Fall River, 

Mass., 1892 -- Geary, Rick, 1997. 

A graphic novel account of the murder trial of Lizzie Borden who was accused 

of murdering her parents in a vicious attack with an ax in Fall River, 

Massachusetts, in 1892.*† 

 

The Hard Hat: 21 Ways to be a Great Teammate: A True Story: The Heart of 

a Leader and the Spirit of a Team -- Gordon, Jon 2015. 

Provides twenty-one lessons on how to be a great teammate and also includes twenty-one 

exercises on how to build a great team. *† 

Obsessed: A Memoir of My Life with OCD -- Britz, Allison 2017. 

A brave teen recounts her debilitating struggle with obsessive-compulsive disorder--and brings 

readers through every painful step as she finds her way to the other side--in this powerful and 

inspiring memoir.*† 
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